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Short Communication
The diversity of life forms is many, and we still have to define 

many of them as they form a complex biological fabric entangled 
of life on this planet. Plant biodiversity is very fantastic form of 
life forms which serves the humanity happiness. However, many 
forms of plant life are deteriorating and extinct for many reasons, 
including urbanization that does not take into account plant life 
in the construction sites and the construction of roads as well as 
the unfair harvesting of many of these plants which are important 
in many industries and grassing without having a new place for 
culture, which causes the extinction. In addition to changing the 
climatic conditions which play unfair role in changing the plant 
growing behaviour that cause the deterioration of plant diversity 
in its natural site [1-3].

Plant biodiversity must be dealt with all the more earnestly 
as a worldwide wealth, to be filed, utilized, conserved and 
safeguarded as true to type to the original plant source from 
which is taken. Traditional plant propagation techniques known 
to farmers are used to conserve ex situ vegetation diversity, but 
these methods face many barriers to natural propagation, making 
them unsuitable for plant conservation in a timely manner and in 
limited space, especially those plants that suffer from immature 
seeds as well as seeds and buds dormancy, non-seed or few seeds 
produced and also exposure to unfavorable climatic conditions 
or exposure to insects and pathological injuries during the 
propagation time.

It is known that, plant wild types form important part of 
plant biodiversity on the earth especially those plants that used 
in development of fodder plants, pharmaceuticals and many 
industries. Such wilds are going to be endangered and must be 
safeguarded. 

For this purpose, the welfare solution is to use the technique 
of cultivating cells and tissues in the process of propagation and 
conservation of this plant diversity as in vitro botanical garden [4,5]. 
In this respect, there are near 100 botanical gardens throughout 
the world have the tissue culture and micropropagation facilities 
[4,6]. However, more than 400 botanical gardens throughout  

 
the world are banks of seeds preservation. As with most tissue 
culture systems, any plant part can be maintained and multiplied 
to shootlets and plantlets as true to type as most in culture 
by dividing and sub-culturing on appropriate fresh medium 
periodically under controlled aseptic conditions.

Reproduction of plants in vitro is really important for 
safeguard plant wilds from annihilation [7,8]. In vitro methods 
can set substitutional procedures for reproduction and preserving 
the plant assets in the long term for these species forming Phyto-
Tissue Culture Bank (PTCB). In vitro propagation can provide 
plant stocks not only in identical forms but also certified free of 
pathogens of those species around the year [9-11].

Moreover, if available enough plants produced in vitro, they 
can be used to regenerate the existent populates for establishing 
novel implantations for preservation, research, education, or 
recreation purposes. In vitro produced plants can be marketed to 
compilers and that will decrease the unfair harvesting pressures 
on wild plants [12].

It is remarkable that, there is an acquired action worldwide 
for using phyto-tissue culture techniques for reproduction and 
conservation of endangered plants in response to the Global 
Strategy for Plant Conservation (GPSC) [13]. Therefore, Phyto-
Tissue Culture Bank (PTCB) can be utilized for long when seeds or 
embryo banking is not possible or when conventional propagation 
is not useful for ex situ embalmment, furthermore, (PTCB) 
provides plant materials for agrarian various researches, plant 
cultivation in fields for minifies compressing on collecting the 
wild plants in nature; taxonomic, methodological, identification 
and confirmation research; sorts preface and recovery of habitats 
activities; confirmed varieties for nursery trade, local agriculture, 
safe agriculture, local forests, and crop breeding programs and 
demonstration, learning, teaching and society effectivenesses.

It is concluded from the above that, the need to use in vitro 
tissue culture techniques is a necessary necessity to maintain 
plant assets, giving an incentive to defeat these difficulties 
and making these strategies a fundamental piece of the ex situ 
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preservation system; whereas, in vitro plants are multiplied in 
many folds through the multiplication process that can eventually 
improve and increase declining habitats of rare plant species, 
retrieve equalization to sensitive biological communities harmed 
by human and irregular impedance. It was necessary to use phyto-
tissue culture protocols to preserve the possessed inherited plant 
diversity wealth from ancient times and conserve them in Phyto-
Tissue Culture Bank (PTCB).
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